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Dedication

This book is dedicated to the oracle Eva Pulnicki in Toronto, whose

wonderful gifts enrich and support this sacred information.  

Thank you for the light you shine on the Path.
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About the Author

Almine is endorsed and described as one of the greatest mystics of

our time by world leaders and scientists alike. While other way-showers

gather more and more students, she helps create more and more masters.

Her work represents the cutting edge of mysticism; that place where the

physical and the non-physical meet and new realities are born. It is here

where change is rapid and insight comes quickly to wash away years of

stagnation.

In February of 2005, Almine’s body underwent a transfiguration,

changing from mortal to immortal in the twinkling of an eye. Her books

have been a roadmap to lead others into the same mastery and beyond.

Masters populate her classes and are a fulfillment of a mission given to

her in January 2005: prepare the leadership for a Golden Age about to be

birthed on Earth. 

Having lived as a Toltec Nagual (a specific type of mystic dedicated

to a life of impeccability and setting others free from illusion) for most

of her life, her insights into cosmology and man’s role within the

macrocosm are ground-breaking. Pushing illuminating insights even

further than previous Toltecs have done, she has managed to solve

mysteries that have perplexed seers for eons. 
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Throughout history, the majority of spiritual masters and gurus who

have entered mastery have withdrawn from society. This is

understandable because words seem inadequate to describe experiences

such as coming face-to-face with the Infinite and the physical act of

speaking becomes laborious. Almine’s gift is her ability to convey these

experiences by rendering the unspeakable understandable. She feels it is

time for people to understand that they can choose to claim mastery as

their constant reality and remain functional in society. 

Words to describe the unknowable flow through her and when shared

with others often leave them feeling as though they have touched the

face of God. Her revelations bring answers to questions that have

plagued mankind since the dawn of time, revealing the origin and

meaning of human existence. 

Her journey has become one of learning to live in the physical while

functioning in eternal time and maintaining the delicate balance of

remaining self-aware while being fully expanded. 
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1. See The Way of the Toltec Nagual: New Precepts for the Spiritual Warrior
2. See The Gift of the Unicorns

Introduction

The healing modality of Belvaspata and the healing system of the

Toltec way have one thing in common:  they both originated from the

Infinite Mother.  The Toltec philosophy was designed as a way of

impeccable living1 that would turn stumbling blocks into stepping

stones2 during past ages.

Belvaspata was given in response to the major changes in cosmic

laws, when many other healing modalities ceased to work.  Its primary

task as an instrument of clearing away the illusory sub-creations of man

to reveal Infinite perfection is widely acknowledged.  It has a profound

but subtle function that was only hinted at in the earlier information

received:  it can serve as a coupling device between the microcosm and

the macrocosm.

This principle of healing the many by healing the one is utilized at its

fullest in Kaanish Belvaspata – bringing blessings of enlightenment to

the participants.  In placing the Toltec healing system in tandem with

specific ‘coupling’ Belvaspata sigils, the Earth’s corresponding areas are

healed as well.

For example, in healing the 8 primary fluid ducts within the body

through the Toltec system and using ‘coupling’ Belvaspata sigils

specifically designed to match that part of the system, the ocean and

river beds are cleared and healed.  By clearing and healing the 9 primary

body fluids, the aquifers, surface waters, and oil depletion are addressed.

The 13 joints of the body correspond to the 13 tectonic plates and so

forth.

1



The ‘coupling’ function of the sigils in this book and those of

Kaanish Belvaspata have two components.  Not only can the large be

healed in a manageable way by using a smaller proxy, but the effect is

augmented and enlarged – both for those people you may use it for, the

cosmos (as in the case of Kaanish Belvaspata) or the earth. It acts like

the lens of a projector that creates a large projection from the small

images on the film. Though it functions on different principles, this is a

good analogy to understand its enhancing effect. 

All levels of Belvaspata masters may use the sigils in this Belvaspata

manual without any further initiations. The Belvaspata Initiation and

Healing Manual in Belvaspata Initiation Starter Kit 1 is a  recommended

reference and guide for the use of Belvaspata, available for purchase on

www.belvaspata.org.

The information in this book is not intended to diagnose illness or to

constitute medical advice or treatment. All healing takes place within

self. Please follow all regulatory guidelines of your specific municipality

in terms of assisting others, even with their express consent. A physician

should be consulted for any necessary medical attention.

2





The 13 Joints of the Body
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How to Use Belvaspata in Conjunction

with the 13 Joints of the Body

Choose one of the 13 joints for which you would like to facilitate

healing. The method is the same as other Belvaspata practices: 

1. Draw the sigil for the quality one time over the body, or a specific

area as indicated.

2. Call (say) either out loud or silently one time the quality of the sigil in

Mother’s language. 

3. Call the angel name one time, while looking at the angel sigil.  

Once the above steps are completed, it is optional to state the quality of

the sigil (in English) which instructs the angel to perform the sigil’s

purpose. 

In each instance, the Toltec method is practiced immediately

afterwards. This can be done on yourself, another person, or a photo of

the individual to receive the benefits of the session.

The adding of the Belvaspata sigils heals the various corresponding

parts of the Earth. 

Then, the misperception from past debris3 is identified and self-work

is done to correct it. The 13 joints and their meanings may provide

assistance for this process.

To use the gates:

1. The symbol for the gate of the joint is placed on the joint to open the

mystical gate located there.

2. Call the name of the angel corresponding to the joint and sign its sigil

in the air over the joint4.

3. See The Thirteen Primary Joints section in The Way of the Toltec Nagual book on page 124-125
4. See page 24



3. The Portal to Infinite Presence is held above the joint with the left

hand.

4. Through the Portal in your left hand, send the 13 Wheels of 

Purification by holding them in your right hand (Number 1 is at the         

bottom and Number 13 is at the top) above the Portal to Infinite

Presence. With intent, send them through the portal into the gate of the

joint.

5. Put the 13 Wheels of Purification down. Pick up the stack of 13

Wheels of Fullness with your right hand (Number 13 is again on top),

holding them above the portal in your left hand.

6. With intent, send the 13 Wheels of Fullness through the Portal into the

gate of the joint.

List of the 13 Joints of the Body

1. Left Ankle 7. Left Wrist

2. Right Ankle 8. Right Wrist

3. Left Knee 9. Left Elbow

4. Right Knee 10. Right Elbow

5. Left Hip 11. Left Shoulder

6. Right Hip 12. Right Shoulder

13. Neck Joint

6



Belvaspata Sigils of the 13 Joints of the Body

1. velesh-ekletvi-hurahash Angel: peres-utretvi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of left ankle

2. nechvi-spa-urat-meneshvi Angel: Keresh-paruvet

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of right ankle

3. Kerach-veshpi-nenuvach Angel: spa-uri-staranut

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of left knee

7
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 13 Joints of the Body

4. Kaaresh-vanubit-servavu Angel: selvesvi-usklavit

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of right knee

5. Kurash-pravetvi-erunash Angel: prispranet-suvetvi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of left hip

6. Kirch-parva-barunish Angel: Kuras-heresvi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of right hip 



Belvaspata Sigils of the 13 Joints of the Body
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7. nishetvi-stererut-uplakvi Angel: nesvi-paresh-uset            

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of left wrist

8. Kenesh-uhastrava-verevish Angel: nestavi-pereshva

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of right wrist

9. Kalavich-minesh-savuta Angel: mishet-aruna

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of left elbow

10. Kerech-pli-unech-selvavu  Angel: miravet-uvaves

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of right elbow
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 13 Joints of the Body

11. Ka-ura-serva-havuneshvi Angel: Kelvi-paruta

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of left shoulder

12. mi-ur-haruna-sabechvi Angel: binesh-havatu-selvavi    

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of right shoulder

13. Kirispahe-eresh-haruvi Angel: silvavesvi-haru-shat

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of neck joint
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Left Ankle

Gate of Purity of the Heart
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Right Ankle

Gate of Loving Learning



Left Knee

Gate of Harmony in Nature

13



Right Knee

Gate of Harmony in Etheric Worlds
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Left Hip

Gate of Joyful Reunion

15



Right Hip

Gate of Recharging of All Life
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Left Wrist

Gate of Awakening to Fullness of Life



Right Wrist

Gate of Healing Within
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Left Elbow

Gate of Graceful Shift Beyond Horizon
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Right Elbow

Gate of Releasing Memories of the Past
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Left Shoulder

Gate of Closing the Past
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Right Shoulder

Gate of New Beginnings
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Neck Joint

Gate of No Gate

23
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Angel Sigils for the Thirteen Joints

1. Left Ankle

Leketinu

2. Right Ankle

Blimiku

3. Left Knee

Sakakalu

4. Right Knee

Ririkna

5. Left Hip

Siheklavesh

6. Right Hip

Bibisibi

7. Left Wrist

Rirelvik

8. Right Wrist

Blihini

9. Left Elbow

Renimu

10. Right Elbow

Reniuma

11. Left Shoulder

Kikesh

12. Right Shoulder

Lavekmini

13. Neck Joint

Hini-hema

-vukuma



The Portal to Infinite Presence
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Wheel of Purification Number 1

Wheel of Purification of Mistakes You Think You Made



Wheel of Purification Number 2

Wheel of Purification of Regrets Over Risks Taken or Not
Taken
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Wheel of Purification Number 3

Wheel of Purification of What Others Did to You



Wheel of Purification Number 4

Wheel of Purification of What You Did to Others

29
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Wheel of Purification Number 5

Wheel of Purification of Being Judged by Others Unfairly



Wheel of Purification Number 6

Wheel of Purification of Judgement of the Body and Body
Issues due to Terror Felt in Our Vast Beingness
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Wheel of Purification Number 7

Wheel of Purification of What You Feel You Have Lost
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Wheel of Purification Number 8

Wheel of Purification of What You Did Not Accomplish
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Wheel of Purification Number 9

Wheel of Purification of Aging Through Linear Time
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Wheel of Purification Number 10

Wheel of Purification of Possessions You Wanted or Lost
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Wheel of Purification Number 11

Wheel of Purification of Opportunities Lost



Wheel of Purification Number 12

Wheel of Purification of What You Should Have Known
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Wheel of Purification Number 13

Wheel of Purification of Being Abandoned or Alone
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Wheel of Fullness Number 1

Wheel of Recognition of the Infallibility of the Unfolding Life
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Wheel of Fullness Number 2

Wheel of Recognition of the Everchanging Potential
Available in the Moment
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Wheel of Fullness Number 3

Wheel of Recognition of Individual Sovereignty
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Wheel of Fullness Number 4

Wheel of Recognition of the Innocence of All Actions
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Wheel of Fullness Number 5

Wheel of Recognition of the Infinite Worth of Each Life Form
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Wheel of Fullness Number 6

Wheel of Recognition of the Perfection of All Life
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Wheel of Fullness Number 7

Wheel of Recognition That There is Only Increase
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Wheel of Fullness Number 8

Wheel of Recognition of Victorious Life
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Wheel of Fullness Number 9

Wheel of Recognition of the Fluid Eternal Moment
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Wheel of Fullness Number 10

Wheel of Recognition That is the One Life
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Wheel of Fullness Number 11

Wheel of Recognition that Life Responds to Our Intent
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Wheel of Fullness Number 12

Wheel of Recognition of Accessibility of All Knowledge
Through Surrender
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Wheel of Fullness Number 13

Wheel of Unconditional Oneness



How to Use Belvaspata in 

Conjunction with the Toltec 

Healing System



5. For more information, see the Belvaspata Initiation and Healing manual in 
Belvaspata Initation Starter Kit 1.

Instructions

step 1.  belvaspata sigils 

Choose the specific area (a muscle, internal organ, fluid duct or body

fluid) for which you would like to facilitate healing. The method is

the same as other Belvaspata practices5 (the example given below is

the Supraspinatus muscle):  

1. Draw the sigil for the quality one time over the body or the

specific area as indicated. 

2. Call (say) either out loud or silently one time the quality of the

sigil in Mother’s language: Kaarch-nustava-heresvi.

3. Call the angel name one time, while looking at the angel sigil:

pilihestavi 

Once the above steps are completed, it is optional to state the quality

of the sigil (in English) which instructs the angel to perform the

sigil’s purpose.

In each instance, the Toltec method is then practiced immediately

following. This can be done on yourself, another person, or a photo

of the individual to receive the benefits of the session. 

The adding of the Belvaspata sigils heals the various corresponding

parts of the Earth. 

step 2.  gates

Hold the pages with the gates in your hands (gate number 1 on top).

Call in the angels of the gates, saying their name one time while

looking at their sigils. Ask them to assist with the opening of the

gates.  Call the name for gate number 1, then do the same for gate

number 2 and so on, until all gates are open.  The gates are living

beings.  As you call their names, you are calling forth their

assistance.

53



step 3. wheels

Place the pages of the wheels (two wheels are on each page: a

clearing wheel and a replacement wheel) in a stack on the floor if you

are standing or stacked beside (to the bottom of) the feet of a recipi-

ent lying on a massage table. Wheel number 1 is placed on top.

If you are standing, stand on top of the stack of wheels.  The wheels

will be moving through your body in the rhythm of a heart beat.  First

the clearing wheel and then its replacement wheel as many times as

there are sets of wheels in the stack.

Whether your intention is moving the wheels through your own body

or that of a person you are working with, they have to move through

during the outbreath:

• Breath in deeply

• At the beginning of the outbreath, the first set of wheels, a clearing

wheel and then its replacement wheel, move through from toes to the 

top of the head in a heartbeat rhythm while the outbreath completes.

• The second set of wheels does not move through until the next

outbreath.

• Continue until all pairs have moved through.

• If you wish, you can end with a prayer or statement that you (or the

person you are working with) are at all times in full surrender to the

inner guidance of your heart and in complete harmony with Infinite

Intent. 
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To be drawn 1 time over 

Supraspinatus Muscle

Kaarch-nustava-heresvi (say 1 time)

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of supraspinatus muscle

pilihestavi
(say 1 time and look at the angel sigil)

Angel Sigil:

Example: Supraspinatus Muscle

step 1. belvaspata sigils

the sigil

area to draw

the sigil

Quality (meaning) 

of this sigil

Quality (meaning) of this

sigil in mother’s language

By the power of this Sigil which I hold in my hand, I call in the Angel

angel name in 

mother’s language

look at this sigil while

saying the angel name

55



Example: Supraspinatus Muscle

step 2.  gates

Hold the pages with the gates in your hands (gate number 1 on top).

Call in the angel miniki-selsha one time to assist with the opening of

the gate number 1, while looking at the angel sigil.  Then, read the

name of the gate for the muscle, Kiravach-stavabi. Do the same for

gate number 2 and so on until all gates are open.

step 3.  wheels

Then use the two wheels for Supraspinatus Muscle on page 81 and

follow the instructions as given on page 54.
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List of the 15 Major Muscle Groups

1. Supraspinatus Muscle

2. Teres Major Muscle

3. Pectoralis Major Muscle

4. Latissimus Dorsi Muscle

5. Subscapularis Muscle

6. Quadriceps Muscle

7. Peroneus Muscle

8. Psoas Muscle

9. Gluteus Medius Muscle

10. Teres Minor Muscle

11. Anterior Deltoid Muscle 

12. Abdominal Muscles

13. Anterior Serratus Muscle

14. Fascia Lata Muscle

15. Heart Muscle
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 15 Major Muscle Groups

1. Kaarch-nustava-heresvi Angel: pilihestavi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of supraspinatus muscle

2. usat-vavesh-harusta Angel: virit-harusta 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of teres major muscle

3. Kaanish-servatu-uklashbi Angel: pilesh-manuhur

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of pectoralis major muscle
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 15 Major Muscle Groups

4. gaarish-parek-estravu Angel: hanuhish-eresklar

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of latissimus dorsi muscle

5. Kaarsh-planik-selvechva Angel: Kunash-vabesvi 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of subscapularis muscle

6. mishpi-planuhik-selvech-vahi Angel: mirech-virs-verskla

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of quadriceps muscle
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 15 Major Muscle Groups

7. Kershpahur-ekleshvi-vra-uhur Angel: selvavur-hurashvi 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of peroneus muscle

8. michpanatur-blivabesh Angel: piravesh-mishvel-avi  

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of psoas muscle

9. Keenach-biret-sivatu Angel: pirinit-ereskla 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of gluteus medius muscle
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 15 Major Muscle Groups

10. vilesh-haruskla-vilesbi Angel: minech-uvelesbi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of teres minor muscle

11. birsh-prahuna-ekletbi Angel: pruch-binahash  

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of anterior deltoid muscle

12. mina-hur-setvavi-eklur-serva Angel: sutvi-planuhesh 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of abdominal muscle



Belvaspata Sigils of the 15 Major Muscle Groups

13. nus-stavavi-meshbi-uklet Angel: archva-nustravi  

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of anterior serratus muscle

14. vustrave-u-eleshbi Angel: paalesh-astruha    

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of fascia lata muscle

15. nustavavi-pirech-nuvish Angel: heruvish-arava

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of heart muscle
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Gate Number 1: Supraspinatus Muscle

Kiravach-stavabi
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Gate Number 2: Teres Major Muscle

brubas-heruvetvi
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Gate Number 3: Pectoralis Major Muscle

Kiluhashvi-nunversta
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Gate Number 4: Latissimus Dorsi Muscle

biritstuvel-arasbi
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Gate Number 5: Subscapularis Muscle

nunach-sebet-eleshvi
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Gate Number 6: Quadriceps Muscle

Kusatvivach-arusta
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Gate Number 7: Peroneus Muscle

minuhash-helspavi
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Gate Number 8: Psoas Muscle

Keranas-sklauva
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Gate Number 9: Gluteus Medius Muscle

brubranavik
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Gate Number 10: Teres Minor Muscle

gaarch-salvavaa
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Gate Number 11: Anterior Deltoid Muscle

nushabi-sklauha
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Gate Number 12: Abdominal Muscles

pruba-setutvravish
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Gate Number 13: Anterior Serratus Muscle

Kleshmanarut
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Gate Number 14: Fascia Lata Muscle

eratpratblik-herspata
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Gate Number 15: Heart Muscle

Kiritglanuk-servavi

77
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1. Miniki-selsha 2. Sikushana

3. Monoshafbra

4. Tonono

5. Bisiestasha 6. Hukunushanu

Angel Sigils for the 15 Major Muscle Groups
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Angel Sigils for the 15 Major Muscle Groups

7. Stradekana

8. Kirini-kekhono

9. Tulunu

10. Dinekulu

11. Salestu

12. Mikalishu
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Angel Sigils for the 15 Major Muscle Groups

13. Nuntono
14. Bisinitu

15. Elekono



Wheel Number 1: Supraspinatus Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 2: Teres Major Muscle

82

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Wheel Number 3: Pectoralis Major Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 4: Latissimus Dorsi Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 5: Subscapularis Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 6: Quadriceps Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 7: Peroneus Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 8: Psoas Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Wheel Number 9: Gluteus Medius Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 10: Teres Minor Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Wheel Number 11: Anterior Deltoid Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 12: Abdominal Muscles

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Wheel Number 13: Anterior Serratus Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel

93
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Wheel Number 14: Fascia Lata Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Wheel Number 15: Heart Muscle

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel

95
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List of the 12 Internal Organs

1. Digestive System (stomach, large intestine, and small intestine)

2. Liver, Gallbladder and Kidneys              

3. Lungs

4. Throat, Larynx and Pharynx                    

5. Female and Male Reproductive Organs  

6. Nervous System

7. Spleen and Pancreas

8. Skin, Fascia and Connective Tissue

9. Endocrine System: Hormones, Thyroid and Adrenal Glands

10. Spinal Cord

11. Brain and Optical Nerve

12. Heart
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 12 Internal Organs

1. paaravik-nenuvish-harusta Angel: verikna-tra-subavit

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of

digestive system (stomach, large intestine, and small intestine)

2. neshstalvi-ereklut Angel: nichver-utra

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of liver, gall bladder and kidneys

3. Kaalchba-steruvit-eleshva Angel: nusvi-ereklut

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of lungs
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 12 Internal Organs

4. pirikva-nenush-travaa Angel: bilibach-seltu 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of throat, larynx and pharynx

5. paararuk-uveresbi Angel: michpa-velevrut           

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of reproductive organs

6. hurach-subit-eleklur Angel: nishpi-minuvach 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of nervous system



Belvaspata Sigils of the 12 Internal Organs

7. Kurunus-velshpi-arurak Angel: hitselvi-nirishpa   

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of spleen and pancreas

8. nustava-ereksalvi Angel: Kiritnispi-eretkla     

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of skin, fascia and connective issue

9. paaranut-ustrat-travi-nechspu Angel: mishet-nunasvi 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of endocrine system
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 12 Internal Organs

10. eretnut-harestaa-verebit Angel: selvechvi-hurespat

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of spinal cord

11. utre-mivish-heres-prahut Angel: Kurustat-hechvi  

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of brain and optic nerve

12 Kurach-minuvir-harustat Angel: pirit-huras-arakles   

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of heart



Gate Number 1: Digestive System 

Keenish-haresta
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Gate Number 2: Liver, Gallbladder and Kidneys 

pruha-minusut
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Gate Number 3: Lungs

vaalich-perspata
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Gate Number 4: Throat, Larynx and Pharynx   

stuba-ersklava



Gate Number 5: Female and Male Reproductive Organs  

mishtu-nuchtraver
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Gate Number 6: Nervous System  

silvi-arstuvar



Gate Number 7: Spleen and Pancreas  

achtu-setbahur
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Gate Number 8: Skin, Fascia and Connective Tissue  

nisvi-klavraber



Gate Number 9: Endocrine System

sitlvu-ersklavit
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Gate Number 10: Spinal Cord  

litvi-nisklaver



Gate Number 11: Brain and Optic Nerve  

erchna-heresta
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Gate Number 12: Heart  

trubar-nenuset



Angel Sigils for the 12 Internal Organs

1. Bleeheeneerish

2. Keeleereenarish

3. Bleenarik

4. Keeneerarish

5. Okolamenarik

6. Neerikarish

7. Bleeneemish

8. Keelamenara
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Angel Sigils for the 12 Internal Organs
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9. Olemarish

10. Blirish

11. Mekularu

12. Omenerish
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Wheel Number 1: Digestive System 

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 2: Liver, Gallbladder and Kidneys

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Wheel Number 3: Lungs

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 4: Throat, Larynx and Pharynx  

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 5: Female and Male Reproductive Organs

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 6: Nervous System

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 7: Spleen and Pancreas

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 8: Skin, Fascia and Connective Tissue

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 9: Endocrine System

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 10: Spinal Cord

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 11: Brain

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 12: Heart

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Additional Healing Sigils for Endocrine System

a conversation with the infinite:
Questions about the thyroid

Q. I have been in isolation for three days, other than hours of revelations

and visions.  When I look at myself inwardly, everything feels and

looks crystal clear except for one discordant tone. What can it be?

A. It is your thyroid.  It is draining resources from the rest of your body.

It is impure for any part of existence to live at the expense of any

other part. 

Q. Surely it has to be based on some imbalance within my attitudes –

what can it be?

A. When you live, not fully enjoying the benefits of the senses of the

body, the body feels unappreciated.  Most only enjoy taste, and even

then, many eat without tasting. 

Q. Is there a Belvaspata sigil to activate the thyroid that everyone can

use?

A. I will give you instead one to bring sensual delight back in balance. 



vilavespahur-urenesvavi

For the enhancing of sensual delight

Angel Name: Kitri-selva-nustrava

Angel sigil:

Recommended to bring balance to the thyroid
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answers from the infinite:
transfiguration of the adrenal glands 

Q. What is it that is causing distress to the angels?  I had a message 

yesterday from them to tell me this.

A. The impurity of frequencies emitted by the physical beings; humans,

animals in distress for instance.

Q. If it affects them, it must affect our innocence too.  Discordant fre-

quencies disrupt innocence…

A. Yes, the solution lies in the adrenal glands.  I will transfigure them

today.  They will emit something resembling white noise; that which

cancels out the noise of impure frequencies.

Q. How does it differ from white noise as we know it?

A. It’s not just that discordant tones cannot be heard or registered, they

will cancel it out in a way that eliminates it altogether.  

Q. This applies to discordance we produce ourselves?

A. Yes.  And of course, that produced from others.

Q. What about that produced by televisions, movies?

A. I will give you a sigil that clears that as well.
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Keerach-veluvi-pirashva-herustat

For the effective performance of the higher functions of the adren-
al glands.  For the continual elimination of discordant frequen-

cies and the preservation of purity and innocence. 

Angel Name: hursetvi-manuhech

Angel sigil:

The Adrenal Glands



Additional Healing Sigils for Brain

a conversation with the infinite:
the optical center in the brain – 

Keeping the old in place

Q. Why did you wake me?  What must I see?  

A. That something within you is not giving you accurate information.

Q. I’m also getting information that something in the body is draining

resources from some other part… I saw it in a dream.

A. That happens when there’s obsolete programming in any part of the

body.  It takes a lot more resources to hold density in place than puri-

ty…

Q. Yes, a key to why some people age and others don’t. Has it to do with

the eyes? 

A. Yes.  The optical center in the brain has two components to it.  One

part receives the optical impulses through the optic nerve, the other

part interprets it.  

Q. Is the part that interprets basing its conclusions on that which was

part of the dream, the obsolete ‘memories’ and associations?

A. Yes.  This part of the brain must be upgraded to rely only on what is

real in the moment, receiving its associations telepathically in the

moment.

Q. That’s wonderful!  If enough people see what’s real, we won’t be

holding illusion in place.
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michva-perekli-spervavu

For the full upgraded functioning of the optical center of the brain
to see only what is real

Angel Name: pirivetvi-klu-uha

Angel sigil:
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Seeing What is Real: The Optical Center in the Brain



List of the 8 Primary Ducts

1. Sinuses, Ear Ducts, Tear Ducts, and Salivary Ducts

2. Urinary Tract

3. Capillaries

4. Lymphatic Ducts

5. Small Intestines

6. Biliary Ducts and Other Digestive Ducts

7. Mammary Ducts (e.g., Milk Duct)

8. Arteries and Veins
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 8 Primary Ducts

1. pirbash-ernekstar Angel: nuchbar-hereshvi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of sinuses, ear ducts, tear ducts, and salivary ducts

2. Kluvek-verash-varabi Angel: niset-huret-varavi 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of urinary tract

3. Kaarchvit-arustar Angel: nisvu-skluvetvi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of capillaries
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 8 Primary Ducts

4. nishtar-parekvi-steruva Angel: iskletvi-vinuvach

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of lymphatic ducts

5. virish-pratlhut-kinesvi-salvuvi Angel: viristetvi-manuhech

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of small intestines

6. Kaalsat-paruk-ersvakli Angel: nichpa-uvesvi 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of biliary ducts and other digestive ducts
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 8 Primary Ducts

7. Kiriset-uspalchvi-nenuhish Angel: biristet-parnu

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of mammary ducts

8. gaarish-hestavaa-minuset Angel: palank-usetvi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of arteries and veins



Gate Number 1: Sinuses, Ear Ducts, Tear Ducts,
and Salivary Ducts  

paarish-eresta-huchvi
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Gate Number 2: Urinary Tract

senetva-usklahur
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Gate Number 3: Capillaries

steranut-selvabi
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Gate Number 4: Lymphatic Ducts

nichsta-plavabek
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Gate Number 5: Small Intestines

vilisnastave-bilebak
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Gate Number 6: Biliary Ducts and Other Digestive Ducts

nuravistraha-selebi
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Gate Number 7: Mammary Ducts

Kli-esnustrava
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Gate Number 8: Arteries and Veins

birchbik-blishvahet
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Angel Sigils for the 8 Primary Ducts
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1. Neenikinihish

5. Malavish-sisnish

6. Neelameekini

2. Keelishmek

3. Teelishba

4. Tuleemikulu

7. Heelekminava

8. Heekelemadra
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Wheel Number 1: Sinuses, Ear Ducts, Tear Ducts
and Salivary Ducts

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 2: Urinary Tract

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 3: Capillaries

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 4: Lymphatic Ducts

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 5: Small Intestines

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 6: Biliary Ducts and Other Digestive Ducts

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 7: Mammary Ducts

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 8: Arteries and Veins

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



The 9 Primary Body Fluids

1. Inner Ear Fluid, Sinuses Secretion, Tear Fluid, and Salivary Fluid

2. Urine

3. Lymph Fluids

4. Biliary Fluids and Digestive Fluids

5. Perspiration Fluid

6. Mammary Fluids

7. Brain Fluids

8. Blood

9. Cerebrospinal Fluid
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 9 Primary Body Fluids

1. velsit-prube-uklet-vanuvit Angel: virstich-piresh

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth equivalent of

inner ear fluid, sinuses secretion, tear fluid, and salivary fluid

2. Kurus-parave-uneshbi Angel: nichstu-rivech-hasbi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of urine

3. nech-suvetvi-haraspa Angel: mishte-klu-evar

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of lymph fluid



Belvaspata Sigils of the 9 Primary Body Fluids

4. nukletvi-sabat-uvech-varspi Angel: Karanat-pilechvu-harshpi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of biliary fluid and digestive fluid

5. Kulsava-nechtor Angel: Kiristat-uhalachvi    

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of perspiration fluid

6. blu-asparvi-urash-vartu Angel: Karas-sabi

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of mammary fluids
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Belvaspata Sigils of the 9 Primary Body Fluids

7. Kurtlvar-etselvavi Angel: Karas-varavish

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of brain fluids

8. ures-prahur-nenustat Angel: birsit-nenuchvi 

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of blood

9. gaaritstervavu Angel: nusalvi-birechspi   

By proxy for the wholeness of the Earth 

equivalent of cerebrospinal fluid



Gate Number 1: Inner Ear Fluid, Sinuses Secretion,
Tear Fluid, and Salivary Fluid

ursklavet-nineskla
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Gate Number 2: Urine

plekpla-britvabet



Gate Number 3: Lymph Fluids

arat-pelekvaa
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Gate Number 4; Biliary Fluids and Digestive Fluids

peles-peretvaa



Gate Number 5: Perspiration Fluid

nechbaa-erespravit
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Gate Number 6; Mammary Fluids

vursvastut-helesbaa



Gate Number 7: Brain Fluids

pursnut-kuluvech
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Gate Number 8; Blood

pu-uraret-halasvi



Gate Number 9: Cerebrospinal Fluid

paarish-hersh-utra-uva
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4. Renamish

5. Celurean

6. Miakolen

1. Kolakmok

2. Renmenesh

3. Bteanok

7. Isre-ael

8. Peacel

9. Tumura-pek

Angel Sigils for the 9 Primary Body Fluids
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Wheel Number 1: Inner Ear Fluid, Sinuses Secretion,
Tear Fluid, and Salivary Fluid

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 2: Urine

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 3: Lymph Fluids

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 4: Biliary Fluids and Digestive Fluids

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 5: Perspiration Fluid

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 6: Mammary Fluids

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 7: Brain Fluids

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 8: Blood

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel
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Wheel Number 9: Cerebrospinal Fluid

clearing wheel

Replacement wheel



Additional Healing Sigils for White Blood Cells

a conversation with the infinite:

Q. When something manifests in the outer, it comes from the inner.

Why then is there so much joblessness?

A. The body has been designed to fight disease – something that in

reality does not exist…

Q. Oh, I see now!  The white blood cells are jobless workers within the

body!

A. Exactly. The white blood cells need to be transfigured to a higher

function.  They need to facilitate the external manifestation - perhaps

environmental manifestation is the more accurate word - of internal

desire:  to bring the manifestation into alignment with the inner

reality.

Q. And we understand of course that there is no inside or outside; that

we live in spaceless space.  It’s just a matter of a word choice.

A. Your language is too limited to accurately describe concepts to do

with spaceless space.

Q. Is there a larger reason behind why this has happened with our white

blood cells?

A.Yes.  The cosmos has been run from a single cell from My body6.  The

other cells have been jobless.  This is the moment for the other cells

to generate their own resources and to be purified and upgraded.

They are then to fold into the one cell – again a concept that takes

place in spaceless space, so words like ‘into’ really don’t accurately

apply.

Q. How can we assist in supporting the new task of white blood cells?

To manifest our heart’s pure desires?

A. The first step is to take time to clearly define how you wish your life

to be.  Write it down.  Regularly update it and add details…

Q. Toltec traditions call that ‘fanning the ideal with warmth.’

A. Then the second part is to expect opportunities to be arising to fulfill

your desires, as you clean out areas of your life that aren’t in 
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6. See Windows Into Eternity



harmony with them.

Q. Thus, clean out the obsolete to make room for the new…

A. Yes, then the last step is to watch for and seek out opportunities that

match your heart’s intent.

Q. This will change the environment as well?

A. Yes.
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Keelash-herisva-huvrabich

For the strengthening of the higher function of white blood cells: 
To manifest inner intent in our environment

Angel Name: selbavu-elechvi

Angel sigil:

The Blood’s White Blood Cells



Closing

The glorious tools and abilities being entrusted to humankind to

regain its sovereignty are breathtaking. After eons, when life was but a

part of the Infinite’s dream, an awakening of magic and miracles is in

full force.

Man is no longer the orphaned and forgotten child of the universe,

but the wayshower. We are receiving powerful tools, revelations and

gifts of gratitude from multiple kingdoms7. This comes in gratitude for

our bearing the responsibilities of cosmic archetypes for ages of cycles

of Creation.

With the incorruptible purity of these gifts, and the fact that they

continue to unfold in power as the cosmos does, we are at last where we

have always wanted to be as the light-bearers of the planet: in a position

to beneficially and powerfully affect all life.

To the Infinite the Glory forever and ever,

Almine
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The Toltec Way of Healing 

B O N U S S E C T I O N



The Toltec Way of Healing
According to the Day’s Hours

The ancients of many cultures (Egyptians, Native Americans,

traditions from India are but a few) plotted the frequencies of the day8

very carefully. They realized that healing was more beneficial for certain

organs during certain times of the day.

The Toltecs, having used a very detailed system, obtained from the

masters of cosmic frequency – the Zhong-galabruk, had their own strong

suit. They were and are still masters of inter-dimensional travel and

mapping out the macrocosm. When linear time existed, time travel was

also part of their talents or skills.

They saw that a time would come when behind the façade of an

unchanged sky, the planets surrounding the Earth would change (this

happened in 2005). With the help of the Zhong-galabruk, they mapped

out new healing charges, useful for today.

the most beneficial times for healing

C7 11pm-1am Thyroid Celebration

T9 1am-3am Adrenals Timing

T4 3am-5am Gallbladder Focus

T5 5am-7am Liver Strength

T3   7am-9am Lungs Grace

L1 9am-11am Colon Clarity

T6 11am-1pm Stomach Harmlessness

T8 1pm-3pm Spleen Compassion 

(Pancreas)

T2 3pm-5pm Heart Reverence

(Pericardium)

T12 5pm-7pm Small Creativity

Intestines 

8. See the Atlantean Clock in Secrets of the Hidden Realms which mapped the frequencies to within
five minutes
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T10 7pm-9pm Kidneys Absolute Truth

L3 9pm-11pm Bladder Impeccability

Each 2-hour segment is governed by a planet in the area surrounding

the Earth. The two-hour segment consists of a positive aspect (the first

hour) and negative aspect (the second hour) that jointly produce a

resonance or quality (e.g., strength).

Healing (the restoration of discordant light or frequency) is done the

second hour. Clearing or detoxifying is done during the first hour.
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the symbols for the planets governing the bodies of magic

associated with the spine
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The 12 Bodies of Underwater Magic

calling in the angels to apply the bodies of magic

most suited for the dysfunction

C7 Thyroid

Planet: (Hmtoupeex)

brushbra-versat

Body of Magic: anataka

T9 Adrenals

Planet: (Gir)

virshvanak

Body of Magic: lillipe

T4 Gallbladder

Planet: (Topf)

Kurnach

Body of Magic: ellipe

T5 Liver

Planet: (Mcbstfre)

versklava

Body of Magic: illipe 

(anshuta)

Angel:

struhabirnisvik

Angel:

Kleshvaa-vasbi

Angel:

gelchvi-heshvaa

Angel:

Ku-arni
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T3 Lungs

Planet: (Dopsissv)

Knaanech

Body of Magic: sillipe (flu-o-as)

L1 Colon

Planet: (Aiiiqxqwqii)

vaarnesh-hasbi

Body of Magic: ollipe 

(shuntashata)

T6 Stomach

Planet: (Ho-me)

guuravash

Body of Magic: cellipe (shauta)

T8 Spleen

T7 Pancreas

Planet: (Sfadurchptapr)

pruha-unatvi-uskleva

Body of Magic: millipe (tukuaka)

T2 Heart (Pericardium)

Planet: (Aeyaioauiauieuia)

branikvik

Body of Magic: sillipe (huruhuta)

Angel:

baravi

Angel:

piritbak-nunesvi

Angel:

Kaarat-plivek

Angel:

Krechvaa-nesvi

Angel:

Kiri-baspava

The 12 Bodies of Underwater Magic
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note: The planetary names in parenthesis are the names as given by

the Zhong-galabruk (The Cat People) in Serpent Tongue.

The second name for each of the twelve planets are the names the

Toltecs gave the planets that they saw would become the Earth’s new

solar system as the planet ascended, leaving her position in ‘space.’

This fulfilled the prophecy in the Book of Revelation (in 2005) that

there will be a ‘new Heaven.’ The sky we see is a hologram to avoid

fear.

T12 Small Intestines

Planet: (Fingtfs)

brunabeesh

Body of Magic: wallipe (shu-uka)

T10 Kidneys

Planet: (Labiyz)

gaarchnak-spa-uha

Body of Magic: pillipe (turakula)

L3 Bladder

Planet: (Tttv)

Kursatvi

Body of Magic: makuita

Angel:

hurabes

Angel:

uselba-nuset

Angel:

Kri-nusaba

The 12 Bodies of Underwater Magic



Balance of Teeth

Received by the master Kirsten
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Every tooth has an electrical charge.  If one of the electrical charges

is more dominant or irritated than another, it affects the heart.  Many

who go to physicians for heart attacks or pain would be better served

going to a tooth doctor or dentist.

The charges in the teeth are totally imbalanced in the human body

because they are not united with their magnetic components because of

previous left spinning spirals down the spine.

What needs to be done is that electrical charges must be balanced.

We will give you symbols for this; it can be done by proxy on a

drawing/illustration/depiction.  

This is why it is incredible.... humankind is in a constant state of

tension.  The teeth that children lose are their genetic history. When they

grow their own adult teeth, they are making their own history.

It used to be that magnetics and electrics were combined in fields of

different voltages of waves/frequencies, but magnetics hold memories.

As memories built up and were not cleared, the magnetics became so

overloaded that they became nonfunctional and there are only electrical

charges in teeth. 

Where a tooth has been pulled and where it is lost, the symbol must

regularly be placed into that area, which will keep the mouth balanced.

We no longer need the wisdom teeth because they hold memories of

duality. Once it is cleansed and balanced, the roots of the teeth send clear

messages to the muscles to balance and create relaxation.

step 1: Draw your upper and lower teeth and place the respective

symbols for cleansing in the middle of the arch, saying: "I hereby

cleanse my teeth of any old memories held in their magnetic

components."

step 2: "I hereby balance the electrical/magnetic components of my

teeth."

Then, draw the symbol for each tooth on a rough drawing on a piece

of paper for the upper and lower teeth.

Note: They will be the same symbols on either side of the upper and

lower arches because corresponding teeth have the same symbol.
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symbols to balance teeth’s 

magnetic and electrical components

Corresponding teeth on both sides have the same function

upper teeth

lower teeth

before balancing, cleanse teeth of old memories

lower teeth: upper teeth:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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tooth and muscle chart

lower 

arch
upper 

arch



tooth and muscle chart - index of muscle names

lower arch upper arch

1. Gluteus Medius 1. Neck flexors and extensors

2. Tensor Fascia Lata, Piriformis, 2. Subscapularis

Adductors 3. Deltoid and Anterior Serratus

3. Gluteus Maximus 4. Coracobrachialis Popliteus

4. Quadratus Lumborum 4a. Pectoralis Major Clavicular

4a. Hamstrings 5. Diaphragm

5. Pect. Maj. Sternal 6. Latissimus Dorsi

6. Gracilis and Sartorius 7. Abdominal

7. Quadriceps 8. Mid Trapezius

8. Psoas

9. Neck muscles 26. Trapezius

10. Pect. Maj. Clav 27. Deltoids

11. Anterior Deltoid 28. Teres Major

12. Pect. Maj. Sternal 29. Triceps

13. Addominals 30. Latissimus Dorsi

14. Fascia Lata 31. Gluteus Medius

15. Sartorius 32. Gluteus Maximux

16. Quadriceps 33. Gracilis

17. Anterior Tibial 34. Hamstrings

18. Peroneus 35. Gastronemius

19. Subscapularis 36. Soleus

20. Corecobrachl 37. Popliteus

21. Anterior Serratus 38. Piriformis

22. Diaphragm 39. Sacrospinalis

23. Psoas 40. Teres Minor

24. Adductors 41. Supraspinatus

25. Upper Trapezius 42. Rhombolda

43. Lavator Scap.
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A Life of Miracles
Expanded Third Edi t ion includes bonus

belvaspata s ection—mystical  Keys to

ascension
Almine’s developing spiritual awareness and abilities

from her childhood in South Africa until she emerged as a

powerful mystic, to devote her gifts in support of all

humanity is traced. Deeply inspiring and unique in its

comparison of man’s relationship as the microcosm of

the macrocosm. Also available in Spanish.

Published: 2009, 296 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-26-0

Published: 2009, 304 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-25-3

Journey to the Heart of God S econd Edi t ion

mystical  Keys to immortal  mastery
Ground-breaking cosmology revealed for the first time,

sheds new light on previous bodies of information such as

the Torah, the I Ching and the Mayan Zolkien. The

explanation of man’s relationship as the microcosm as set

out in the previous book A Life of Miracles, is expanded in

a way never before addressed by New Age authors, giving

new meaning and purpose to human life. Endorsed by an

Astro-physicist from Cambridge University and a former

NASA scientist, this book is foundational for readers at all

levels of spiritual growth.

This remarkable book delves into mysteries few mystics have

ever revealed. It gives in detail: The practical application of

the goddess mysteries • Secrets of the angelic realms • The

maps, alphabets, numerical systems of Lemuria, Atlantis, and

the Inner Earth • The Atlantean calender, accurate within 5

minutes • The alphabet of the Akashic libraries. Secrets of the

Hidden Realms is a truly amazing bridge across the chasm that

has separated humanity for eons from unseen realms.

Secrets Of The Hidden Realms S econd Edi t ion

mystical  Keys to the unseen worlds

Published: 2009, 412 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-27-7

Other books by Almine



Other books by Almine

The Gift of the Unicorns S econd Edi t ion

s acred s ecrets of unicorn magic

These life-changing insights into the deep mystical

secrets of the earth’s past puts the cosmic role of humanity

into perspective. It gives meaning to the suffering of the

ages and solutions of hope and predicts the restoration of

white magic. An enlightening explanation of the causes of

the Great Fall and our ascent out of ages of forgetfulness

into a remembrance of our divine new purpose and

oneness, is masterfully given. Truly an inspiring book!

Published: 2009, 284 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-29-1

Published: 2009, 196 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-30-7

Arubafirina S econd Edi t ion

the book of fairy magic
This book is most certainly a milestone in the history of

mysticism throughout the ages. It is the product of a rare

and unprecedented event in which Almine, acknowledged

as the leading mystic of our time, was granted an

exceptional privilege. For one week in November 2006

she was invited to enter the fairy realms and gather the

priceless information for this book. The result is a

tremendous treasure trove of knowledge and

interdimensional color photos. 

The Ring of Truth Third Edi t ion

s acred s ecrets of the goddess
As man slumbers in awareness, the nature of his reality

has altered forever. As one of the most profound mystics

of all time, Almine explains this dramatic shift in cosmic

laws that is changing life on earth irrevocably. A

powerful healing modality is presented to compensate for

the changes in laws of energy, healers have traditionally

relied upon. The new principles of beneficial white magic

and the massive changes in spiritual warriorship are

meticulously explained. 

Published: 2009, 256 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-28-4



Other books by Almine

Opening the Doors of Heaven S econd Edi t ion

Revelations of the mysteries of isis
Through a time-travel tunnel, linking Ireland and Egypt, 

Isis sent a small group of masters to prepare for the day 

when her mysteries would once again be released to the 

world to restore balance and enhance life. 

They established the Order of the White Rose to guard the

sacred objects and the secrets of Isis.  In an unprecedented

event heralding the advent of a time of light, these

mysteries are released for the first time.

Published: 2009, 312 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9 ISBN:  978-1-934070-31-4

Published: 2009, 320 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-32-1

Windows Into Eternity S econd Edi t ion

Revelations of the mother goddess
This book provides unparalled insight into ancient

mysteries. Almine, an internationally recognized mystic

and teacher, reveals the hidden laws of existence.

Transcending reason, delivering visionary expansion,

this metaphysical masterpiece explores the origins of life

as recorded in the Holy Libraries. 

The release of information from these ancient libraries is a

priceless gift to humankind. The illusions found in the

building blocks of existence are exposed, as are the 

purposes of Creation.

Not only is this wisdom packed book a guide for serious stu-

dents of the Toltec way, but also a font of knowledge for all

truth-seekers. Mapping out the revolutionary changes in

Toltec mysticism, it presents the precepts of mastery sought

out by all who travel the road of illumination and spiritual

warriorship. Almine reveals publicly for the first time, the

ancient power symbols used by Toltec Naguals to assist in

obtaining freedom from illusion. Bonus section: Learn about

the hidden planets used by Toltecs and the Astrology of Isis. 

The Way of the Toltec Nagual
new precepts for the s piri tual  warrior

Published: 2009, 240 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-56-7



Other books by Almine

Published: 2009, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-18-5  Coming Soon!

The Gift of the Angels
the Restoration of angel ic powers to man
First in a stunning trilogy of deeply mystical information

from the angelic realms, this book captures the reader’s

attention from start to finish.

The profound impact and purity of the angelic powers gift-

ed to man, unfold powerfully for the reader throughout the

pages.

Almine has yet again provided a life-altering glimpse into

the gifts awaiting man in the hidden realms.

The Thought that Fractured the Infinite
the genesis  of individuated life
This profound work offers insights where few authors

dare to tread: the genesis of individuated life.

Offering what could possibly be the deepest insights ever

revealed about man’s relationship to light, it details

our ascent into spiritual awakening.

It gives the thought-provoking wisdom of the cosmic

root races and a practical guide to using the alchemical

potencies of light. Almine’s global following of serious

students of the mysteries will love this one!

Published: 2009, 316 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-17-8
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Each powerful  presentat ion has a unique musical

background unal tered as channeled from S ource.  

Truly  a work of art .

the power of s i lence
Few teaching methods empty the mind, but rather fill it with more
information. As one who has achieved this state of silence,
Almine meticulously maps out the path that leads to this state of
expanded awareness.

the power of s el f-Rel iance
Cultivating self-reliance is explained as resulting from balancing
the sub-personalities—key components to emotional autonomy.

mystical  Keys to ascended mastery 
The way to overcome and transcend mortal boundaries is clearly
mapped out for the sincere truth seeker.

the power of forgiveness
Digressing from traditional views that forgives a perceived
injury, this explains the innocence of all experience. Instead of
showing how to forgive a wrong, it acknowledges wholeness. 

CDs by Almine

Visit Almine’s website www.spiritualjourneys.com for

workshop locations and dates, take an online workshop, listen to

an internet radio show, or watch a video. Order one of Almine’s

many books, CD’s, or an instant download.

Phone Number: 1-877-552-5646

www.spiritual-healing-for-animals.com


